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Dear John Allen:

The notice of the 1960 bound volumes of our journal should have been the 1959, which we will have ready by the first week in June. I will send you one of these. We will of course have the 1960 also in due time, but not until after all four numbers are issued.

Yes, we will have your Restoration Quarterly. Do you wish them in three different volumes? I think that will be better. Our bindery here does a very nice job with gold lettering and deluxe binding. I think you can think in terms of about $3.50 per volume. But that will be nice! Do you want the color and style to match the binding of our journal, which is dark blue with gold lettering, or something else?

Write to me directly at 101 Chestnut, Jacksonville, Illinois and send the quarterlies here if you decide for us to have it done for you. You could wait until you get your bound Review to decide if you like.

Respectfully,

Leroy Garrett